
Tracking Characteristics of Great Northern Electric
Locomotives on a lO-Deg Curve

1. INTRODUCTION

An unusual amount of maintenance needed on the sharper curves of the electrified
section of the Great Northern Railway appeared to coincide with the use of two new
electric locomotives of large power and size. At the request of the engineering department
of the railroad tests were made of the lateral and vertical loads imposed on the track
by these locomotives and others.
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The tests were carried out by the research staff of the Engineering Division of the
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program. W. M. Keller, director of mechanical research of the Association aided in the
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Heron, superintendent of motive power, who actively assisted in all mechanical matters.
The data were reduced and plotted by G. Wanschura, mechanical assistant of the railroad,
and other members of the engineering and mechanical staff.*

2. Purpose of Tests

Certain difficulties with the track in the electrified section of the railroad where
the curvature was sharp appeared to be coincidental with the acquisition of two
unusually large, powerful and long electric locomotives. These two locomotives were
acquired in 1946, and shortly thereafter the low rail on the sharper curves began showing
a larger than normal flow of metal and it became increasingly difficult to keep these
curves in line and gage, with the rail tending to tilt outward with respect to the center
of the track. This action would appear to indicate larger than normal lateral forces and
unusually heavy vertical loads on the low rail. It was stilted that the rails needed to be
transposed after about one year's service and replaced after about another year. The
annual gross tonnage was about 12 million tons.

A new rail laying program being in prospect in this territory, it was thought desirable
to make such measurements as necessary to determine the lateral and vertical forces
with a view to possible changes that might be made in the track or locomotives to pro-
mote improvements in maintenance, stability, or possibly safety. The engineering depart-
ment of the railway accordingly requested the research staff of the Association to work
out the program and make the necessary measurements. Since the measurements were
similar to those made for a previous test project, the equipment could be assembled with
little or no delay and the tests were started Dec. 5, 1952, and finished in 2 weeks.

* The Great Northern Railway assumed the cost of the tests and very kindly agreed to the
publication of this condensation of the full report for the benefit of AREA members.
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224 Tests of GN Electric Locomotives

II. THE TRACK, LOCOMOTIVES AND INSTRUMENTATION

1. The Track
A test location was selected about two rail lengths east of the Foss River bridge

(Bridge 418). A general view of this location and the test house is shown in Fig. A-a.*
The rail was 115 RE section, which had been laid October 1951, and had been trans-
posed in November 1952. The outer railshowed considerable flow which had taken place
in its original inner position. Sections of the rail heads at several locations on the curve
are shown iQ..Ji:.ig.B. The tie plates were 8Yz in by 13 in, double shoulder, with 2 hold
down spikes for the plate and }8-in eccentricity. Ties were 7 in by 9 in by 8 ft 6 in,
and the ballast was processed gravel. The track was on a high fill on the approach to the
bridge and was on 2.2 percent grade downward, westbound. The curve was compound,
being nominally 10 deg, 0 deg 30 min, 10 deg, 4 deg, 10 deg, 4 deg 38 min. The curva-
ture was nominally 10 deg at the point where measurements were taken, but varied from
about 8% deg to 11% deg as measured by a 62-ft chord. The elevation of the outer rail
was nominally 3 in, corresponding to a balanced speed of 21 mph. The actual elevations
are given in Fig. C. The speed limitation on the curve was 20 mph because of the bridge
and some previous difficulty at this location. At the location where the lateral and
vertical forces were measured the curvature was between 9 deg and 10 deg. A plan of the
track is shown in Fig. C, and a view of the test house and test location in Fig. A-a.
The track was recently gaged to 56Yz in, and was close to that amount at the actual
test location.

2. The Locomotives
The test locomotive was No. 5019 of Class W-1, but the other similar locomotive

(No. 5018) was also used in the tests. Diagrams of the test locomotive and certain
others for which records were taken are shown in Fig. D, and a view of the locomotive
on the test location in Fig. A-b. Views of these locomotives are shown in Fig. F and G.
The wheel arrangement and nominal loads are shown in the locomotive diagrams. The
test locomotive is rated at 5000 hp continuously available at the rail, wbich is equivalent
to a 6000 hp rating as customarily applied to diesel-electric locomotives. All axles are
motorized and separate field exciter generators give flexible control in motoring and
regenerating for various conditions of load and voltage. Pantographs collect the current
from a 11,000-v, 25-cycle trolley supply. The overall length between couplers is 101 ft,
and the cab is a single continuous structure the full length of the locomotive. The longest
rigid wheel base is 16 ft 9 in. All wheels are the same diameter-42 in. The speed is
restricted to a maximum of 55 mph.

A single-frame unit runs from 'the front of the locomotive over the guiding truck
and the four following drivers to the mallet hinge at the middle. The front end of this
frame rests on a center plate at the mid-length of the front truck and then on the various
following driver springs. The four driver group is equalized straight through and dead
ended at each end. The two end wheels of this group have coil springs between the leaf
springs of the equalizers and the journal box, and the two inner wheels have rubber
sandwich pads in the same relative position. These rubber pads act to resist lateral
movement by developing shearing resistance in the pad, but the relation of this resistance
to the movement is not known. . .

The cab of the locomotive is supported at three points-on a center plate on the
frame 9 ft 9 in back of the truck center plate; on four spring pads at the ends of the

* Only a selected group of the figures contained in the full report are reproduced with this abstract,
but the figures shown retain the same figure numbers as the complete report.
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frames at the middle of the locomotive length; and at the center plate back of the truck
at the other end. The spring pads at the mid-length bear against the plate on the cab
and each carries a nominal load of 25,000 lb.

A rocker and spring arrangement between the front truck and the frame is an
antiswivel device to stabilize rotation of the truck about the center plate. This sort of
device is generally assumed necessary for stabilization under high-speed conditions on
tangent track. A view of this device is shown in Fig. A-e. This restraint was released
on both trucks for one set of tests. A similar doubled arrangement is placed between
the two ends of the frames at the middle and termed a hobble. This hobble is intended
to restrain relative movement of the ends of the frames in the hinge linkage. It was also
disconnected to provide unrestricted movement for some runs. A view of the hobble and
mallet hinge is shown in Fig. A-f.

The guiding trucks at each end are equipped with a double rocker arrangement
that requires a certain lateral force to start it to moving laterally, and a certain lateral
force to move it further, the magnitude of each force being determined by the dimensions
of the linkage. Originally this initial force was set at 24 percent of the vertical load,
with a 13.1 percent constant force required for further movement. Modification of the
linkage at present in use makes these forces 18 percent initial and 10 percent constant.
This change was made in one locomotive shortly after it was received, but not in the
second locomotive until October 1952.

Originally the lateral play in the two outer drivers of each group of four was 1'6 in,
and 11'6 in. in the two inner drivers. As presently used, the play has been increased on
the two drivers next to the trucks to lis- in. The others remain the same. The lateral
play was modified for one series in the tests by increasing the play in the two wheels
next to the middle coupling (Nos. 6 and 7 from the front) to lis- in, and decreasing
that in the adjacent ones (5 and 8) to is- in. One trial was also made of ,decreasing
the lateral in No. 3 wheel by Y;; in. The values quoted are per wheel and the total
lateral or change of lateral will be double the value given.

3. Test Apparatus and Procedure

The instrumental requirements of this project were similar to those developed for
a recent program of tests on steam locomotives to determine the effect of lateral resistance
in leading and trailing trucks. The lateral forces were measured by dynamometer mem-
bers in .a tie plate that supports the rail on rollers free to move transversely of the track.
Stresses were measured in the two dynamometer members by two wire resistance gages,
and two gages were arranged in an electrical bridge so that lateral thrust in one direction
was indicated by the output of one gage, and in the other direction by the gage on the
other side of the rail, both being recorded by a single galvanometer. A more detailed
description of this and other apparatus is given in the report of previous tests.*

Four of these lateral load measuring tie plates were installed under the imler and
outer rails at consecutive ties. A view of the installation is shown in Fig. A-c. The
lateral movement of rail head (inner and outer rails) was also measured relative to the
ties. A cable with one end fixed with reference'to the rail head was wrapped around
a pulley on the end of a potentiometer shaft and held taut by a spring attached to a
bracket. The potentiometer was connected electrically to a galvanometer so the change
of resistance from the rotation of the potentiometer and galvanometer current was
proportional to the rail movement.

* Lateral Forces Exerted by Locomotives on Curved Track, American Railway Engineering Associa-
tion Bulletin 488, for June-July 1950.
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It had previously been found that the vertical loads on the rail could be estimated
with good accuracy, regardless of eccentricity of bearing of the wheel on the rail, by
measuring vertical stresses in the rail web on the two sides just below the upper fillet.
The relation of the summation of these stresses to the total weight of the locomotives
gives a factor which may be used to calculate individual wheel loads. Conversely, the
ratio of the stresses on the two sides may be used to estimate the position of the centroid
of the bearing pressure on the .head of the rail. Simultaneous values of the stresses on
the two sides of the rail directly under the wheel must be used. These stresses were
measured by wire resistance gages of %-in gage length cemented to the web of the rail.

The indications from the above apparatus and gages were measured and recorded
by the two 12-channel amplifier and oscillograph units. The amplifiers increase the gage
outputs sufficiently and in an accurately known manner to drive magnetic galvanometers
in the oscillographs. The indications were recorded photographically as the locomotives
passed over the test section. A dark room was set up in the test house and all records
developed and dried soon after being taken. This practice enabled the results to be
quickly known and the test procedure could be modified accordingly. A view of the
apparatus in the test house is shown in Fig. A-d.

Speeds of 5, 20 and 30 mph were run as representing the slowest operating condi-
tion, the speed limitation, and approximately 3-in unbalanced elevation, respectively.
Operation eastbound was normally pulling and westbound regenerating, and this was
simulated in the test runs. Handling a tonnage train at the various speeds was found
to be impracticable because of the time required by a set of runs, so the other locomotive
of the same class, 5018, was used to load the test locomotive by having it regenerate up
grade and push the test locomotive regenerating down grade. The load could be adjusted
to the various speeds by the electrical controls in the locomotives. A car was placed
between the two locomotives. This method of operation had been used in other electric
locomotive tests and greatly expedited the test program.

The test locomotive (5019) was tested in the normal condition, with the hobble
released, and with both the hobble and antiswivel device released. Lateral play in some
of the axles was also changed, as previously described.

Normal operation on the curve quite often requires sanding because of the grade
and weather conditions. The sand prevents the curve oilers from being effective and
the locomotives do not negotiate the curve as readily as they would if the sand were
not present.

III. LATERAL FORCES AND VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS ON THE
lO-DEG CURV:E WITH TEST LOCOMOTIVE 5019

1. Normal Condition-Motoring and Regenerating

The lateral forces for the various test runs with two test conditions for the test
locomotive are given in Figs. 1, la,S, and Sa. The values plotted are the average of the
four ties on each rail. This force, as previously stated, is the tie reaction to the force
exerted by the locomotive driver as it passes the given tie position. It has been previously
found that three ties will take the total lateral reaction of the track developed by the
force applied by a locomotive. wheel. The amount taken by the ties adjacent to the tie
at which the force is applied will depend on the relative play at the several locations
and the lateral stiffness of the track. The previous test mentioned had indicated that the
total lateral applied force could be approximated for the larger values by multiplying
the tie reaction at the wheel by 1.70. However, a check of the records for the test here '.'
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reported indicates that: a factor of 2.00 would be more nearly correct for these tests.
It was also found in the previous test that it was satisfactory to use the tie reaction
at a single tie as a wheel passed it for comparative purposes, and these are the values
plotted in the above-mentioned diagrams. The values from the four ties on a rail are
averaged. The use of this value instead of the total applied force eliminates the necessity
of making simultaneous readings on the records with respect to time on three different
traces to obtain a single value.

Fig. 1 shows the lateral tie reactions developed by the 12 drivers of the test locomo-
tive in its normal condition motoring up grade at speeds of 5 mph, 20 mph, and 30
mph. It is quite evident that the first wheel (No.1) and the leading wheel of the
second frame (No.7) are doing most of the turning of the locomotive on the curve.
An average force of almost 15,000 Ib was developed at 30 mph at No.7, with a single
maximum (shown by the pip on top of the average value) of about 17,000lb. Use of the
factor 2.00 given above would indicate a force applied by the wheel of 34,000 lb. The
amount at the front wheel is smaller but still of considerable magnitude. The forces at
these wheels are seen to be less at the lower speeds, indicating that part of the force
is due to the increased centrifugal force of the higher speeds. The distribution of the
forces shown indicates that the two frames of the locomotive act somewhat as individual
units, with the end wheels pressing against the outer rail and the middle wheels against
inner rail in much the same manner as the steam locomotives tested previously. However,
the action is less severe, and there is not the tendency to develop extreme lateral and
vertical loads on one of the intermediate drivers on the low rail at low speed that was
found with the larger steam locomotives. The vertical loads for this locomotive are
shown in Fig. 1-a, and it should be pointed out that the axle loads, and in most cases
the wheel loads, are highest at the end wheels. This load distribution is probably due
to the "bridging" of the long cab along the length of the curve so that some of the cab
weight is lifted off the center supports and more rests on the trucks and end drivers.
The lateral action of the rockers in the trucks also lifts the supports somewhat when
they move laterally.

I

The lateral force of 15,000 lb on No.7 driver may be compared with a force of
about 23,000 found on a 4-8-4 steam locomotive (maximum value of 29,000), which
was found on the third inner driver at 5 mph. This very high lateral was accompanied
by a vertical load of 67,000 lb in the steam locomotive. The highest vertical load on the
electric locomotive was about 53,000 lb. (Fig. 1-a).

The test locomotive was run westbound in regeneration. The lateral forces were
highest at the same wheels but all values were lower, indicating that regeneration is a
less severe condition in this respect than motoring. The vertical loads were essentially
the same for the two conditions of operation.

2. Hobble Restraint Released

The hobble that provides restraints for keeping the end of the frames in alinement
was released and a set of runs made. The release of the two ends of the frame from
this restraint caused increased lateral force on the wheels that were already highest,
except the lateral on No. 10 on the inner rail was reduced somewhat. The maximum
vertical loads were not appreciably changed. Runs were eastbound (up-grade). Since
reduction of this restraint made conditions worse, it seems logical that increase in the
restraint might help reduce the critical lateral forces.

'.'
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3. Hobble and Antiswivel Restraints Released
The antiswivel devices are intended to restrain rotation of the end trucks and it was

thought that perhaps releasing them would make the locomotive more flexible in adapting
itself to the curvature. The main function of the antiswivel device is to promote stability
on tangent track at the higher speeds, and since the speed of this locomotive is restricted
to 55 mph, it is probably not essential. The principal effect on the lateral forces of this
change was to reduce the force at the No. 1 wheel to about the value for the normal
operating condition, and the vertical loads remained about the same as for the normal
condition. It is apparent that these changes either did not help much or made. the
condition worse. Runs were eastbound (up-grade).

4. Effect of Variation of Lateral Play
Lateral forces are inherent in the passing of locomotives around curves and their

magnitude is dependent partially on the stiffness and length of the locomotive and the
relation between the various parts. One method of reducing high values of lateral forces
in steam locomotives has been to divide the forces between several wheels instead of
having one wheel take all the force. Since wheel No.7 developed high lateral in all cases,
and it was one that had small lateral play, it seemed reasonable that it could be made
to share the force with No.8 by giving it more play and decreasing that in No.8 which
had a large amount. Similar changes were made in Nos. 5 and 6 on the assumption they
would act in a manner similar to Nos. 7 and 8 when operating in the reverse direction.
Results of tests made with this condition are plotted in Figs. 5 and 5-a. The maximum
speed was 20 mph, and the runs were eastbound (up grade).

It is apparent that these changes effected considerable improvement in the lateral
forces and some in the vertical loading of the wheels that had had high vertical loads.
The highest average lateral has dropped from approximately 15,000 Ib to 10,000 Ib, and
some of the vertical loads were also decreased appreciably. Only two wheels are over
40,000 lb, and they are about 45,000 lb. This method of attack appears promising.

Since wheel No. 1 had taken a considerable lateral force (though not as high as
No.7) it was reasoned that possibly this force could be shared by No.3 (and possibly
No.2) if the play in No.3 was decreased from the 1f6 in. Accordingly, %-in shims
were placed in each end of the axle to reduce the play by 1 in. This change did not
effect any improvement at the outer rail and increased the lateral at No.3 wheel on
the inner rail to almost 15,000 lb. Apparently, the clearance is needed at that point to
provide a lateral for the rigid wheel base. The maximum speed run for this condition
was 15 mph.

Locomotive 5018, the other one of the same class as 5019, was recorded eastbound
(up grade) at the head end on a freight train at 15 mph, and on eastbound passenger
trains at 20 mph and 30 mph. The results were quite similar to those for 5019 in the
normal condition with wheels Nos. 1 and 7 having the highest laterals and the vertical
loads higher at the ends on the truck wheels.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS DATA ON TEST LOCOMOTIVE

Measurements were made of the lateral movement of the rail head with respect
to the ties. These measurements are not plotted for this report as their principal value
is of a qualitative and corroboratory nature. However, it can be stated in general that
the larger movements were found at the wheels where the lateral forces were greatest
and in the same direction, and the greatest magnitude of the deflection was about
0.50 in. ','
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Previous tests have indicated that the ratio of the vertical web stresses near the
upper fillet used to calculate the wheel and axle loads can be used to estimate the position
of the centroid of bearing pressure of the wheel on the rail. A diagram showing this rela-
tion given in the previously mentioned report on "Lateral Forces Exerted on Curved
Track by Locomotives" was used to determine the positions of the bearing pressures
for the test locomotive in the normal condition at speeds of 5 mph, 20 mph and 30 mph.
These are plotted in Fig. L. It is seen that Nos. 1 and 7 wheels, which develop tlie
highest laterals on the outer rail, are bearing well toward the gage side. Wheel No. 3
on the inner rail, which gives high lateral on the inner rail at low speeds, is also bearing
at' the inner edge of the rail, as is No. 10 on the other end. The pattern in this figure
will be helpful in determining how to distribute the lateral play for reduction of the
lateral forces.

Moving pictures were taken of the wheels of the locomotive on the inner rail by a
camera between the rails so as to show the relative position of the flange with respect
to the rail head. Most of the wheels ride with the .flange close to the rail (inner) for
the 5 and 20-mph speeds, but at 30 mph most of the flanges are away from the rail.
There was little lateral force on the inner rail at 30 mph.

V. LATERAL FORCES AND VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS
FOR OTHER LOCOMOTIVES

A three-unit diesel-electric locomotive was made available and the runs were made
with it as a matter of general interest and for comparison with the electrics. Previous
tests on other roads had shown the diesei-electric locomotives to be very easy on sharp
curves compared to similar size steam power. The results for diesel-electric No. 308 ABC
are shown in Figs. 10 and lO-a, eastbound on the test train (up grade, pulling). The
lateral forces are quite low, hardly any being over 5000 Ib, and the vertical wheel loads
quite uniform for a given speed. Of course,' there is a transfer from inner to outer rail
as the speed increases, but only a few wheels are over 40,000 Ib, and those only slightly.
The loads at anyone wheel have a stair step variation for the three speeds, being
ascending to the right for the outer rail and the opposite for the inner rail, indicating
the changes were largely due to variation of the centrifugal force only. Visual and
auditory observations at the test location confirmed these results in that the diesel-electric
passed around the curve without appreciable squealing or grinding or twisting of the
rail, all of which were very evident with the electrics as they traveled around the curve.
Similar results are shown for diesel-electrics in the previously mentioned report on
lateral forces in steam locomotives.

Records were also taken with Great Northern diesel-electric No. 410 ABeD, a four-
unit helper in an eastbound freight at 14 mph (Figs. 20 and 20-a). This locomotive
developed even lower lateral and vertical loads than the No. 308. Fig. D gives the
wheel spacing and other data for this locomotive.

The stresses and lateral forces under other types of electric locomotives were
recorded as they passed by in regular traffic during the time of the tests on the regular
test locomotive. It was' found that under certain conditions one of these other classes
of locomotives developed lateral and vertical loads similar to those found with the test
locomotive. -,

(The figures referred to in this report are presented on the immediately following
pages.) '.'
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Fig. A-Views of test location and locomotive. -,
'.'
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GEN.ELEC. LOCOS. NO. CLASS W-I TOTAL WT. 735,000 LBS.

I- •••~••-l
:_,'·lc>'!...-t

E M.D. DIESEL LOCO. NO. 308 A,B,e TOTAL WT.727,300 LBS.

,
"E.M.D. DIESEL LOCO. NO.410A,B,C,D TOTAL WT. 925,650 LBS.

AXlE LOADS a WHEEL SPACING OF LOCOMOTIVES
Fig. D.
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SERIES I
RUNS" 613, 1~6 17,21 6 2~-E.B.
NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIO,.S

GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. 5019
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SERIES 1
RUNS" 813,15, 21825 - E.B.
NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. 5019

~-------AVERAGE VALUES ------~o 5 M.P.H. ~ 20 M.P.H. 130 M.P.H. n MAX. VALUE
r'll RUN, I GAGE
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FIG. 10 - VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS DERIVED FROM DIRECT
RAIL WEB STRESS ON THE IO-DEG. CURVE AT FOSS RIVER
BRIDGE.
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SERIES 5
RUNS 56 8 57, 58 8 59 - E.B.
LATERAL INCREASED IN WHEELS 6 8 7
LATERAL DECREASED IN WHE.£LS 5 8 8

GREAT NORTHERN lOCO. 5019

\+- AVERAGE VALUES J
O ~ nml n MAX.VALUE5 M.P.H. ~ 20 M.P.H. UIII M.P.H. r'l I RUN, I GAGE

+-OUTWARD FORCE ON TRACK -: INWARD FORCE ON TRACK
3.0 IN. ELEVATI ON, EQUILIBRIUM SPEED 20 112M.P.H.115LB. RE RAIL

+20 ~

"+os 8 /%
: H 0 efl .oA """ /'ilI.ll. .,...." .II: +5 g..L!.
~ 0 ~::>
o -5

-10

oJ: +: 'ttY£ll II? I) 'Dl@ '4P.... ~ CVf?J U&l lP t;;W lJJY6"

~ +IO------------------------------------------------------------~-L---------------------
Z

- +15 LATERAL FORCES IN 1000 LBS. ON TI ES OF 10· CURVE

FIG: 5 - MEASURED LATERAL FORCES APPLIED TO THE TIES BY
LOCOMOT! VE WHEELS.
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GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. 5019

I' AVERAGE VALUES "o 5M.P.H. ~20 M.P.H. lIDI II.P.H. A ~~N~~~EGE

3.0 IN. ELEVATION,EQUILIBRIUM SPEED 20 1/2 M.P.H. 115La. RE RAIL

ro__ ~0)L-~G)~__~G)3~G)~4~G)~5~~G)L-__ ~0)~·~G)~00~9~0V~IO~~GV~I__ ~0V~12~__

SERIES 5

~~~lR:~~g:EA~Da~:-;~E:i.S 6 a 7
LATERAL DECREASED IN WHEELS 5 a 8

1;1 I I ~~r~1 (I[i[flrl ~ I
o WHEEL LOADS ON OUTER RAIL
60------------

~ ;~ ~ q ~

g~~ fI ~. ~~~[I rnmrnrn ~ ~
WHEEL LOADS ON INNER RAIL

I~O======================================~~~~~~~=-~==============~==~~=====

cD B -
~ 7
o 6
o 5o 4

3
2
I
o
f~

AXLE LOAD ON RAILS

FIG. 5a- VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS DERIVED FROM DIRECT
RAIL WEB STRESS ON THE 10-DEG. CURVE AT FOSS RIVER
BRIDGE •
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RUNS 43.44. 8 45
TEST TRAIN -E.B.

GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. DIESEL 30B ABC

I. AVERAGE VALUES "Io 5 M.P. H. ~ 20 M.P.H. ~ 30 M.P.H. A MAX. VALUE
I RUN. I GAGE

+"OUTWARD FORCE ON TRACK -: INWARD FORCE ON TRACK
3.0 IN. ELEVATION. EQUILI3RIUM SPEED 20 112 M.P.H.IISLB. RERAIL

+2. ;;:J ..g,.".oS ~ d1J;;d A;;". I'd . . ~cr: lffi -4_~ ., Ii.=..a. w •~ 0
o -5

-10-

....I
: 0 V"W or I;;mII1I IJ'* 'IIW or- IJ?i'&I IJ"" 91 IltJ'" ..,.,. IIIW*+5------------------------~~--~--~--------------------------------------~~-----cr:
~ +10-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
z
- +IS lATERAL FORCES IN 1000 LBS. ON TIES OF 10· CURVE

FI G. 10 - MEASURED LATERAL FORCES APPLd::D TO THE TIES BY
LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS.
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r~ _•••,,:t

GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. DIESEL 308 ABC

!-+----AVERAGE VALUES _I
Oil!! l11l1 n MAX. VALUE5 M.P.H. Z 20 M.P.H. llJ!J30 M.P.H. r'll RUN, I GAGE

3:0IN. ELEVATION,EQUILIBRIUMSPEED 20 1/2 M.P.H.115La. RE RAIL

TO 00 0080 0880 028

RUNS 43,4 4,Il 45
TEST TRAIN- E.B.

.10-------------

~;iffilFl dddrd d~drd rdfl
WHEEL LOADS ON OUTER RAIL

:~!rn1 [i [fj rniI[If§] ~ ii [5 rDo
WHEEL LOADS ON INNER RAIL

100---:-------------------~~------90------------------------------

i~!111 IIIII IIII II
AXLE LOAD ON RAILS

FIG. 100- VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS DERIVED FROM DIRECT
RAIL WEB STRESS ON THE 10-DEG. CURVE AT FOSS RIVER
BRIDGE.
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RUNS 43,44,645
TEST TRAIN -E.B.

GREATNORTHERNLOCO.DIESEL 30B ABC

1-0----- AVERAGE VALUES 1
o 5 M.P.H. m20 M.P.H. ~ 30 M.P.H. A MAX.VALUE

I RUN,I GAGE

+-OUTWARDFORCEON TRACK -= INWARDFORCEON TRACK
3.0 IN.ELEVATION, EQUILI3RIUMSPEED20 112 M.RH.115LB.RERAIL

oJ:~~==========;===~===~+~~~~~~~~~~~S~~~~S: +10

~ +5=~~~============;==

~ 0 =============================================================~=- ~~ _
o -5

-10-

_ _ _~ ..__ . n n_..A ••jiJm-- p.IL- ---MlII -- --,;..,ad. ..--- ..uJJIm • "Aillli~ A .a:Ji J,..
•••••• WW

oJ

: 0 O"W or IJlIiIIfI lJ"* ~ uP'*" V4 0*' t;Ji1\gI IItJI" I\I1*'II 111fT"+5-----------------------~~--~------------------------------------------~~-----
II:
~ +10----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
z
- +15 lATERAL FORCES IN 1000 LBS.ON TIES OF 10· CURVE

FIG.IO - MEASURED LATERAL FORCES APPL,ED TO THE TIES BY
LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS.
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RUNS 43,44,645
TEST TRAIN- E.B.

GREAT NORTHERNLOCO.DIESEL 308 A 8 C

•••..•---AVERAGE VALUES .1o 5 M.P.H. ~ 20 M.P.H. 130 MP.H. A MAX. VALUE
I RUN, I GAGE

3;0 IN. ELEVATION,EOUILIBRIUMSPEED20 112M.P.H.115La. RE RAIL

00 0000 0(4)00 08~ .

. 10---------------

i~IdFd dfldtd mlfddd Fdrm
WHEEL LOADS ON OUTER RAIL

n! me [i . ffii II [9]1 . [51[i5 ..i [i
o

WHEEL LOADS ON INNER RAIL
100---:----------------------901------------------------

111 III 1IIII IIIII II
o AXLE LOAD ON RAILS

FIG. 100- VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS DERIVED FROM DIRECT
RAIL WEB STRESS ON THE 10-DEG. CURVE AT FOSS RIVER
BRIDGE•
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RUN 42
HELPER IN FREIGHT- E.B.

GREAT NORTHERN LOCO. DIESEL 410 ABCD

,. AVERAGEo 14 M.P.H. ~

VALUES 1
M.P.H. ~ M.P.H. A MAX. VALUE

I RUN, I GAGE

+oOUTWARD FORCE ON TRACK -. INWARD FORCE ON TRACK
3.0 IN. [LEVATI ON, EQUILIBRIUM SPEED 20 112 M.RH. IISLB. RE RAIL+2B-_====~========

~... I!i ~ _' m~ +10 & _.

•. • A

~ +5~~.g. ~A ===~~::::=~~ 0 •
o -5

-10

-5-----------------------------------------------------------------------------..J

~ +~ • iii "Ii'...... "" Ii" IfijiI Ii' ~ iiiJ m ~ 6 ~
II:~ +10'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------z
- +1 S LATERAL FORCES IN 1000LIS.ON TIES OF 10·CURVE

FIG.20 -IIIIEASURED LATERAL FORCES APPLIEP TO THE TIES BY
LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS.
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~:- ,.

RUN" ·42
HELPER IN FREIGHT- E. B.

GREAT NORTHERNLO.CO.DIESEL 410 ABCD

" AVERAGE VALUES' _I
n., UDu!!ilI I n MAX. VALUE~. Z M.P.H. M.P.H. 1""11RUN,I GAGE

3.0 IN. ELEVATION,EQUILIBRIUMSPEED20 1/2 M.P.H.115La. RERAIL

ro00 0880 0080 0000 00
. ,= 50--------------------------------------------

~ ~~ (1 ~
g ~~.n n n n n n n H n 0 0 n (I n n n

o WHEEL LOADS ON OUTER RAIL

60
uS 50
CD 40...I
0 30
0 200

10
0

100
90

n n n n n n n _

n 11---- n II n II n II n II n II n II . n II
WHEEL LOADS ON INNER RAIL

o 80----------------------------------------------------------------------------

'I~!~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~II
AXLE LOAD ON RAILS

FIG. 20a VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS DERIVED FROM DIRECT
RAIL WEB STRESS ON THE 10-DEG. CURVE AT FOSS RIVER
BRIDGE.
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